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The first day of Pigletté and BoBo’s visit
to Costa Rica finds them breakfasting at a

coffee plantation with Esaul.
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Oh, no! Someone has put  Pigletté
and BoBo on the bar-b-que. It’s a

good thing there are no coals.
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Next on the itinerary is the Poas Volcano.
This lake has a pH level that will strip the skin

off anything that falls in.
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Our tour guide takes a picture of
UncleMarkie, Esaul, and the boys.

He is nice.
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In the distance you can see
the entire volcanic range that makes up

most of Costa Rica.
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Soon we are at the La Paz waterfalls.
La Paz means peace in Spanish.

Doesn’t it look peaceful?
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It looks like Pigletté has a new
friend—a tarantula!

BoBo is nowhere to be seen.
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BoBo was looking in the other
direction, back toward the waterfall.

How pretty without the road.
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After lunch Pigletté, BoBo,
UncleMarkie, and Esaul cross the
suspension bridge over the river.
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Across the river the forest teems with
slow-moving leaf cutter ants. The

monkeys were too fast to photograph.
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Soon we are on the riverboat tour.
What are those things
bobbing in the river?
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Why, they’re children!
The river doesn’t look clean enough to
swim in, but they are happy and alive.
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Our tour guide, Raphael, tells us
about all the creatures we might see

during our riverboat ride.
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This creature is called a cayman.
He is about 8 feet long. He doesn’t

look especially happy, does he?
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After eleven hours on the road,
Pigletté and BoBo finally arrive at
their hotel. Hey, get out of the safe!
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After a day of shopping and
museums,  Pigletté and BoBo join

Esaul on another bus adventure.
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Our first stop today is in a small
town with a very famous church.
It reminds Pigletté of Hawaii.
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In front of the church, they
practice the Japanese art of plant

bondage—bonsai.
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UncleMarkie has Esaul take his
picture with both the church

and the plant bondage.
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Here is UncleMarkie in front of the
Arenal Volcano. The Volcano has been

active since 1968.
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On our way to the Hot Springs, we
stop for a little photo opportunity.
This is Christophe from France.
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Pigletté and BoBo sit under the
umbrella while Esaul takes a dip at

the Tabacon Hot Springs.
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Esaul and Christophe take a
moment from their swimming to

show off their swim suits.
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Even UncleMarkie gets into the act.
Notice the steam rising from the

water? The water is 40°C.
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All too soon we are back on the bus.
Pigletté and BoBo say their

goodbyes to Christophe.
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And the two boys who are retiring
to Florida together say farewell

to Pigletté and BoBo.
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Even the couple from San Juan,
Puerto Rico will miss
Pigletté and BoBo.
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But our driver, Roy Simpson
(Bart’s brother), promises to get
Pigletté and BoBo home safe.
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Our tour guide will keep Roy,
Pigletté, and BoBo awake for the

long drive back to San Jose.
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And with our goodbyes said,
Pigletté and BoBo fly off into the
wild blue, but partly cloudy, yonder.
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The End
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The Boys are off to a
family celebration in

their latest adventure.

Crowds cheered the first adventure, “Pigletté Goes to Argentina.”

Patrons clamored for the second adventure,
“Pigletté Goes to Northern California.”

Lines formed for the third adventure, “Pigletté Goes Hawaiian.”

And such a romp we had in “Pigletté Takes the Concorde.”

What a meeting Pigletté and BoBo have in
“Pigletté Goes to Camp.”

Collect the entire series—be the first on your block!
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